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NOVUSZILLA ?
Novuszilla is a complete one stop marketplace for
virtual assets which includes crypto exchange,
OTC system, crypto wallet, Metaverse betting
applications, Staking, immortal virtual avatar,
Native crypto currency of The novuszilla- Novus
coin and NFT MARKETPLACE. The Novuszilla
comprises of a global community which teams up
to work together towards a decentralized finance
based platform, the Novuszilla started its
operations from United Arab Emirates and United
kingdom whereas UAE & England certifies, the
Novuszilla platform as Novus Zilla Limited in their
respective registrar of companies. Blockchain is an
one go solution to eliminate third party and have
the control in our hand. We aim to build a
platform which gives you the best experience of
Blockchain technology and let world to be a part
of it. Our NFT Marketplace launches celebrity
NFTs meaning tokenizing their digital artwork and
connecting fans to their favorite artists through
the means of NFTs and crypto currencies
providing the artists their deserved rewards and
making it feasible for every fan to reach their
favorite artist with their point of interests.
Novuszilla aims to grow together through the
means of indulging in new technologies,
benefiting everyone participating in it. It’s an
honor to be introducing this biggest decentralized
finance based system and helping youth grow
with this.

Idea behind NOVUS !!
All over these years since the concept of
blockchain came into existence alot of
companies have come into the market to do
something in the space of crypto. But one
formula we all fail to understand, Every asset
in the market runs on the protocol of demand
and supply which further means that every
crypto currency introduced should have a
utility in the market, reasons for which it is
called an asset. To bring this thought into the
Real world NovusZilla was initiated. We aim
to comprise all virtual assets into one
platform .
The Novuszilla is building a global community
which is focused on working in a
Decentralized finance based system which is
integrated with Native crypto currency of
Novuszilla - Novus coin.
We are working towards building this coin as
one of the finest assets in the market which
generates stable profits and higher returns for
our stakeholders.
To get more closer to our vision, we extent
our community each day by getting new and
fresh promoters globally who tend to work in
our coin distribution system which are further
rewarded with incentives and higher returns
from the coin.

UNIQUE TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION MECHANICS
The next step of NOVUS evolution in
decentralization is enabling true scalability,
interoperability and access to all networks.
Novus Initial Token distribution is an integral
part of NOVUS Crypto Chain. It describes
the proportions in which different groups of
users and investors own Novus blockchain
tokens.
NOVUS TOKENs are available minimum in a
bunch of 10 and shall be a part of common
growth till its listing. The growth of tokens
depends on booking value and every day
every minute is countable in it’s growth.
A unique distribution system assures its
investors to make more and more profit in a
stand-by mode. Specific conditions made
this system robust and increased the scope
of maximum growth in a short period.
This distribution system not only give
growth to it’s investors even the reference
selling give you a great chance to incash
your business relations.

UNIQUE TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION MECHANICS
This unique initial token distribution system
have following ways to earn:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Absolute Inducement
Unlimited Depth Enticement
Club Pool for Peers
Self-Driven Success

NOVUS
TOKEN

ABSOLUTE
INDUCEMENT

UNLIMITED
SELF-DRIVEN
DEPTH
SUCCESS
ENTICEMENT
(300 Days)

BOOKING LOT
SIZE

(DIRECT INCENTIVE
ONE TIME)

10 Novus

5%

5%

0.05 Novus

50 Novus

6%

6%

0.30 Novus

100 Novus

7%

7%

0.70 Novus

500 Novus

8%

8%

4.00 Novus

1000 Novus

9%

9%

9.00 Novus

5000 Novus

10%

10%

50.00 Novus

TERMS

Instant
Gaining.

(MATCHING 1:1)

Daily Closing +
No Capping
(Max. Distribution
30% of particular
day bookings.)

Can be sell
after Listing.

NOVUS Club Pool for Peers
NOVUS ZILLA is a unique platform to progress for all
communities. We believe that if the system will grow
then all associates should grow together.
Novus Club Pool is just a foot print of our vision.
As the Novus will grow every associate will get the
benefit for the same.
Every booking of 10 Novus Tokens will generate a pool
id which will be placed in company binary pool on first
come first serve basis. The placement will be left to
right, top to bottom.
On completion of every 2 levels of each pool id, more
novus tokens will be generated and alloted to the
respective pool id owner.
This process continues till all the token will not be
distributed of this category.

COMPANY POOL
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User’s Pool Benefits
10
NOVUS
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2
4

50
NOVUS

1
2
4

100
NOVUS

1
2
4

500
NOVUS

1
2
4

1000
NOVUS

1
2
4

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
VALUABLE TIME
Write us at: support@novuszilla.io

